
Adrianne Lenker, SongsÂ (4AD)Adrianne Lenkerâ€™s two new albums, intended to be played consecutively, perform a gradual disappearing act. The stripped-down acoustic laments on Songs start off lively then move
toward more hushed tones. â€œMusic for Indigo,â€• the first of two tracks on Instrumentals, subtracts the folk singer-songwriterâ€™s voice, leaving only her guitar, chimes, and the sound of rain. On the closing
â€œMostly Chimes,â€• the guitar vanishes abruptly, too, and the chimes ring out alone for 11 more minutes. And then sheâ€™s gone.Lenkerâ€™s band, Big Thief, is the rare folk-rock group to sound contemporary.
Whether solo or with the band, her songs create a bent vernacular universe thatâ€™s both comforting and surreal, dotted with references to animals and plants and decay â€” a fabulistâ€™s view of nature. Warm,
woodsy, contemplative, marked by devotional concentration on acoustic guitar plucking, this aesthetic superficially resembles what we would now call cottagecore, but it crucially lacks the escapism, as Lenker indulges no
domestic rural fantasies. Her songs instead teem with danger and magic. Cottagecore does not permit lyrics as menacing as â€œWind that howls like a hound/wind that laughs like a clown.Lenkerâ€™s singing is key; it is
an irritant that morphs into a hook. Small, sharp, off-putting, her breathy nasality can startle, like sheâ€™s singing through her teeth. Her voice provides the necessary bit of weirdness that ties everything else together. As
Big Thief rock and jangle straightforwardly, music and vocals achieve a meeting of convention and whimsy â€” and hence an uncanny familiarity, as if youâ€™ve heard the songs before and are struggling to recall the
memory. Especially on their two excellent 2019 albums, U.F.O.F. and Two Hands, Big Thief capture the mournful grace of Lenkerâ€™s vision as well as a sense of melancholy that they canâ€™t live fullyÂ in the world
sheâ€™s invented. Sheâ€™s not longing for an ideal, but for transcendence.Like her previous Abysskiss (2018), Songs and Instrumentals are true solo albums, performed without the rest of Big Thief or any other band.
As with many COVID-era singer-songwriter albums, Lenker recorded this music while isolated in a cabin in the woods. On Songs, sheâ€™s alone with her guitar. The material distills her usual mode, an attenuated
refinement. While sheâ€™s always written enduring folk melodies, these glow with particular elegance, perhaps because the musicâ€™s austerity leaves little else to hold onto.â€œForwards Beckon Reboundâ€• teeters
between uplift and dejection, as her voice assumes a ghostly echo, taking grim comfort in the way the minor chords resolve. â€œAnything,â€• which reads on paper like a breakup song, prominently repeats the line â€œI
wanna kiss kiss your eyes againâ€• and glides over rolling guitar chords as radiant as autumn leaves; at the end, she utters a quiet, delighted â€œWoo!â€• Without denying pain, the song suggests that sadness can be
expressed joyfully, that expressing a feeling can transform it, unexpectedly, into another one.â€œIngydarâ€• features her most vivid imagery, starting with a horse resting in a barn (â€œFlies draw sugar from his headâ€•)
before conjuring a series of dissociated, equally syrupy scenes (â€œThe juice of dark cherries covers my chinâ€•). Whether interpreted as horror or homily (â€œEverything eats and is eaten,â€• she reminds you), the
overwhelming lyrical richness balances the stark music. Meanwhile, Songsâ€™s closing sequence is starker still. â€œMy Angelâ€• and â€œNot a Lot, Just Foreverâ€• sit inertly, relying on the often fallacious equation of
slowness with profundity.Adrianne Lenker, InstrumentalsÂ (4AD)Instrumentals continues the contemplative mood. Particularly on â€œMusic for Indigo,â€• the pattering interactions of rainfall, birds whistling, bells, and
Lenkerâ€™s guitar (recorded so closely you can hear her shifting in her seat and her fingers brushing the strings) evoke the atmosphere of ambient electronic music more than any variety of folk. While these pieces
soothe, they lack hallmarks tying them to Lenker specifically, whose artistic identity has previously inhered in the idiosyncrasy of her voice and lyrics.For many listeners, acoustic folk music has become an unofficial
pandemic soundtrack. Forlorn singer-songwriter albums have proliferated this year; even pop master Taylor Swift has joined the fray. Thereâ€™s more to it than just the usual association between sadness and acoustic
guitars â€” itâ€™s how lonely these performers sound, strumming away in their isolation chambers. The empty spaces in the music reflect those in public life. Moving sequentially from songs to instrumentals to white
noise, Lenkerâ€™s staged withdrawal over the course of her own album(s) provides the most salient example yet, going past sonic emaciation toward self-erasure.In their rustic melancholy, Big Thief predicted this
collective mood but not the spare forms it has taken. Their music crawls with dynamic contradiction, asserted and resolved through the bandâ€™s interaction (as they acknowledge in â€œNot,â€• the greatest song ever
written about dialectics). By rocking so fiercely, they achieve a formal command potentially at odds with the fragile intimacy that characterizes Lenkerâ€™s writing; thus energized, that fragility is doubly poignant.
Lenkerâ€™s ability to make old singer-songwriter tricks sparkle anew is further enhanced by her capacity as bandleader: while she dreams of another world, the bandâ€™s lilting riffs and gnarled distortions add
physicality, making that world aurally real.Thanks to the austerity of Songs and Instrumentals, her visions recede several steps into abstraction. What she gains in clarity she loses in weirdness, reducing that marvelous
effect where her songs drift out from a forest that could be your subconscious. Instead, speaking directly, her unadorned voice is ultimately more conventional. Inertia is always a risk of the stripped-down acoustic mode,
but not every sad singer-songwriter is alike; Phoebe Bridgersâ€™s similarly quiet Punisher (2020) upends the guitar plucking with subtle electronic dissonances, while Lenkerâ€™s bone-dry chords on Songs land without
tension. And when she disappears entirely on Instrumentals, the effect is merely conceptual; the 11 minutes of chimes that close, while indeed meaningful, do not grab the ear.Then again, why should she complicate
things? Raw emotion needs no framing device. Too quiet, too simple, and still these songs cut deep.  Juan Eduardo Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols (New York Review Books, 2020)The 20th century gave us works that
defied traditions across the arts: for instance, Igor Stravinskyâ€™s 1913 The Rite of Spring, a ballet whose setting, in a pagan world, and enactment of human sacrifice caused a riot at the time; T. S. Eliotâ€™s 1922
poem The Wasteland, which used the legend of the Holy Grail as a metaphor for the decay of modern society; Hilma af Klintâ€™s large-scale paintings expressing her own vision of cosmogony and cosmography; and the
Surrealistsâ€™ exploration of the unconscious.Yet, none of these artists fully broke from the past, as symbols anchored all of their works in a millennia-long tradition. Juan Eduardo Cirlotâ€™s A Dictionary of
SymbolsÂ has been an invaluable resource for decoding these since it was first published in 1958, and translated into English in 1962. Regularly updated over the following decades, the entries that comprise A Dictionary
of Symbols range from mundane to esoteric. In September 2020, New York Review Books issued a new English-language edition of the book, which is billed as being in its â€œoriginal, significantly enlarged form,â€•
never before published in English. The previous English editions are based on Jack Sage&#8217;s 1962 translation, while Cirlot himself kept adding new symbols in his monumental analysis until his death in 1971. In this
new edition, translator Valerie Miles integrates Jack Sageâ€™s version.Born in Barcelona in 1916, Cirlot was a composer, a musicologist, an art critic, a translator, and a collector of antique swords. In the 1940s he
became well-acquainted with, and translated the poetry of, avant-garde writers such as Paul Ã‰luard, AndrÃ© Breton, and Antonin Artaud.It was during this period that he became familiar with Surrealism and Dadaism.
By their very nature, both movements reflected an affinity with eclectic spiritualism so itâ€™s unsurprising that he was drawn to these elements. In 1949 he traveled to Paris, where he met Breton. His first treatise on
Stravinsky was published that same year, followed by several works of art criticism: The Art of GaudÃ (1950),Â Abstract Painting (1951),Â 20th Century Style (1952), andÂ Introduction to Surrealism (1953). An eager
learner, he was introduced to the science of symbology in the early 1950s by German ethnologist and musicologist Marius Schneider; however, his connection with Dada and Surrealism had already primed him for a
profound interest in symbology â€” in 1954, he published The Eye in Mythology, the precursor to A Dictionary of Symbols.A Dictionary of Symbols mirrors Cirlotâ€™s manifold interests, sometimes making the reader feel
overstimulated. The hundreds of symbols encompass Western and Eastern mythology and religion, as well as astrology, alchemy, mysticism, and popular divination tools such as the tarot. Among the more modern
sources, Freud and Jung are often cited, alongside Surrealist painters and writers.In the entry â€œThe Eyeâ€• (which Cirlot had already discussed inÂ The Eye in Mythology), he starts off by citing the late-antiquity
philosopher Plotinus before exploring associations between the eye and the sun and light; these relationships indicate the intelligence of the spirit, which manifests across various religions and mythologies in the idea of
the â€œdivine eye.â€• He goes on to note perceptions of eyes by Ancient Egyptians as celestial vessels â€” a motif reprised, he explains, by RenÃ© Magritte â€” as well as the anatomical movement, multiplication, or
subtraction of eyes in gods, monsters, and demons.This encyclopedic description is characteristic of the bookâ€™s longer entries, which double as delightful short essays. However, as critic Catherine D. Rau wrote in a
1962 review, â€œit is only by reading through the volume steadily that one can become aware of the intricate interrelations of symbolic meanings.â€• The reader can develop such awareness by starting off with any
random entry.I began by looking into the Caduceus, the staff carried by the god Hermes, which has two serpents entwined around it and is surmounted by a pair of small wings or a winged helmet. According to Greek
mythology, God intervened with his wand in a fight between the two reptiles, which caused them to coil around the staff. Traditionally, it has come to represent power resulting from the balance of opposite elements (the
serpents and the wings) and the four elements themselves â€” earth, fire, water, and air. The staff symbolizes the axis mundi, the axis of the earthâ€™s rotation as the center of the cosmos, which is a recurring motif
across religions and mythologies worldwide.From Caduceus, I gravitated toward the Dragon, which can have a snake-like appearance, and embodies a primordial enemy tamed by heroes and saints associated with the
sun. So what differentiates the Dragon from the Serpent? The Snake is symbolic of energy itself, and was indicative of Chthonic female deities that pre-dated celestial ones. The Dragon is connected with the Serpent as
well, as both are associated with the axis mundi.From the fantastical Dragon, Cirlot makes his way to the symbolism of worldly creatures. Turtles, for example, represent the physical cosmos in the Far East and the massa
confusa (state of chaos) in alchemy. Its slow pace symbolizes the value of temperance and the natural course of evolution, over which we have no control.Other entries are frustratingly brief. For the Staff â€” which, in
symbology and art, is as prominent as the sword â€” Cirlot barely sketches a mythological and historical background. Yet we do learn that DalÃ incorporated it as a crutch in paintings such as â€œSleepâ€• (1937). In
general, however, the author favors mythology, religion, and psychoanalysis over the visual arts as sources. With the exception of the Surrealists (particularly Magritte and DalÃ), Hieronymus Bosch, and a few others, he
seldom refers to paintings and sculptures, which is a pity because they provide an accessible way to explain many symbols.This new edition could not come at a better time. With COVID-19 bringing life to a halt for many
people, the simple act of sifting through this sprawling book is a reminder of the underlying continuities between world cultures, despite upheavals, wars, and catastrophes. A Dictionary of Symbols guides us through what
unites us across nations, religions, and literary and artistic traditi
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